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Spring

A Renewal of Mind, Body, Spirit & Soul
Find Your Past and You Will Find Your Future
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Estate Bottled
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Calistogalanguish
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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global
wine consultant based in
New York and Bangkok. He
assists some of the top hotel and restaurant chains in
the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine by the
glass programs, leading
educational trips to wine
producing countries and
hosting VIP industry dinners at New York and across
Asia.
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pring is when we are reminded that “hope springs
eternal” from the least important detail of our world to
the most important reality of our Universe. Everyone

and everything welcomes the returning warmth and comfort of
the Sun's rays, reminding us of that time, long, long ago when
we were cradled for months on end by the warmth of our mother's
womb. And suddenly it was over.
It is the season of renewal for all life, no matter how small or
large, weak or strong, challenged or genius. It radiates across
our four spheres: Our awareness, our flesh, our connection with
all that is Timeless and the sacred seat of our True Self. No
identity is spared. It is renew or surrender.
Just as our dreams show us our past from the other side as
if having an “out of body experience” and send us clues as to
what lies ahead, so that we may move forward in a more wise
manner, being in touch with that which is our past provides half
of our treasure map in search of Nirvana; the other half resides
majestically on the throne of our intuitive self, known better to
most as our “spirit”.
If we are in touch with our past, the way forward or “future” is
crystal clear, as though we were standing on a Princess path strewn
with rose pedals, surrounded by lilacs of every color and fragrance
in the midst of The Garden of all gardens, seeing as far as the
inner eye can see, every detail exactly as we will soon know it.
There will always be options for us to make the most or the least of
what comes our way, but the whole array of endless possibilities

rose garden and lilacs abundant plus vineyards of the finest
wine grapes for as far as the third eye can see? Why Napa,

stretches forth to the next horizon and beyond, illuminated in the
White Light. It is a dazzling, electrifying moment, but we must be

California, USA, of course. The cottage would have to be
the historic Sutter Home Victorian Inn and the vineyards the

connected to what has come before, to know what comes next.
The past and future are seamlessly connected beneath our feet,

unmatched Napa “Estate Bottled” sites of the Trinchero
family. Examples of the incredible wines that are produced

yet few know this to be so. Humble is he who treads ever so
softly, so as not to disturb the Angels gently keeping us on

within these heavenly “micro climes” are the Folie a Deux
Zinfandel; the Folie a Deux Cabernet Sauvignon; and the

message. Be One with all that has been and all that is and your
future will welcome you anew: Resist it as though you know better

Folie a Deux Lewelling Cabernet Sauvignon.
You will find them at your favorite western wine shop

and be on your own to find what you seek, which will surely remain
a mystery until you at last let go of your attachments and self-

from Beijing to Shanghai and the Pearl Delta. If you cannot
find them, they may be special ordered in but a few days by

centeredness. Be the servant, know how you have arrived as you
find yourself and your future will unfold as a warm, joyous and

inquiring with your shop's management, as they are in generous supply in climate-controlled warehouses nearby. And

reassuring lullaby sung to you by your dearest caregiver at birth in
your present vehicle. Celebrate your next steps to your Eternity,

while you are enjoying your dream holiday in beautiful Napa,
California, you must continue up the road just a short dis-

sooner or later, it matters not, for if you heed these words you will
arrive on schedule and become One with all that is forever and

tance to the village of Calistoga and languish ever so sublimely for hours on-end as though you have found your “End-

ever. Joy to All Sentient Beings now and for as long as there is
one left to hear your story. Let it be one of service to All Others.

less Summer” at one or more of their world famous spas.
Dine at some of the world's most celebrated, chef-owned

This is the meaning of Renewal. Be your Spring.
Amen. Namaste.

restaurants amid the vineyards along Highway 29 and there
about. Be overwhelmed by the endless variety of delightful

Oh, I almost forgot! This is a wine & spirits column. So,
okay, where should one go to find his idyllic farm cottage with

Napa wines by the glass, all at affordable prices. Enjoy.
Over and out, I remain forever more, your Red Fred.
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